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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 
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Paper 1 series overview 
This is the first of the two examined components for the OCR AS Psychology qualification. This 
component develops knowledge and understanding of planning, conducting, analysing and reporting 
psychological research across a range of experimental and non-experimental methodologies and 
techniques. Students carry out their own small-scale practical activities. 

Students need to be familiar with the four main techniques for collecting/analysing data: 

• Self-report 
• Experiment 
• Observation 
• Correlation. 

 

This is the fourth examination of the reformed Psychology AS specification, and overall the standard of 
responses was good. There was a wide range of responses, suggesting that the paper differentiated 
fairly. 

This paper was accessible with most candidates attempting all questions. Candidates who did well on 
this paper were distinguished by their more extended, detailed responses that focused more specifically 
on the question rubric and, where appropriate contextualised their response to the stem scenarios 
provided on the question paper. 

Some candidates found it difficult to use terminology appropriately and some were unable to give 
definitions of terminology from the specification. In order to be fully prepared for this examination it is 
important that all aspects of the specification are covered Some candidates struggled with the concept of 
correlation in Section C (data analysis and interpretation) and gave responses more related to the use of 
the experimental method instead. This was also reflected in the specific questions relating to inferential 
statistics. Other terms and concepts from the specification content that many students struggled with 
were sample and sampling method or the ‘respect’ aspect of ethical considerations. 

It is important to make sure that candidates have had practice in the design and implementation of their 
own practical activities (including an analysis of the data collected and conclusions reached from this). 
This would reinforce their knowledge and understanding of research methods in general, as well as 
some of the specific terms and concepts they could be assessed on and help them to comment on how 
conducting their own research has helped in the planning of a novel research area presented in the 
examination paper. Research methods can also be reinforced through the delivery of the Core Studies 
component, which will help students apply their understanding of research methods. Finally, the use of 
examples to illustrate points, convey understanding better thus enabling some elaboration should be 
encouraged. 

 

AfL Centres should encourage candidates to create a glossary of key research 
method terms and concepts and should promote using these terms in their 
responses. 
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Section A overview 
There was generally good knowledge and understanding shown across the range of questions asked. 
The occasional poorly answered question suggests that preparation was not complete across the whole 
specification. Some candidates would benefit by reviewing their responses again before the end of the 
exam as responses to extended questions in other sections might help trigger recognition and recall. 

 

Question 1 

Most answered this correctly 

Question 2  

 Mostly answered correctly but a small number gave C as their response. 

Question 3  

 Most answered this correctly  
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 Question 4  

 A number of candidates found interpreting the scatter graph problematic and gave an incorrect 
response to this question. However later, on question 24, most candidates were able to draw a scatter 
graph correctly 

 

AfL Centres should make sure that candidates can demonstrate knowledge 
and understanding of the process and procedures involved in collection, 
analysis and presentation of a range if different data (as outlined on page 7 
of the specification) 

Question 5 

 Many candidates were unable to give correct response experimental question. Option C being given 
wrongly as response by quite a number of candidates 

 

Misconception Many students were not clear on the concept of alternative hypothesis 
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Question 6 

 A minority were not clear on significance level statements with B or D being given as a response. 

Question 7 

 The least well answered question in this section probably due to less familiarity with this aspect of the 
Specification. D a popular wrong response. This could be avoided by promoting use of key terms and 
concept glossary lists. 

Question 8 

Answered correctly by most candidates. 
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Question 9 

Answered correctly by most candidates. 

Question 10  

A number of candidates were unable to give a correct response to this question. 

 Question 11 

. Answered correctly by most candidates. A minority of candidates chose option D incorrectly. 
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Question 12 

Most answered this correctly 

Question 13 

Most answered this correctly 

Question 14 

A significant number of candidates were unable to give a correct response to this question 

 

Misconception A significant number of candidates answered this question on correctly, 
offering a range of answers. It is therefore important to that candidates 
recognise equations and what the symbols within a formula mean. 

 

OCR support  
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/260143-inferential-statistics-parametric-and-
non-parametric-student-workbook.docx  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/260143-inferential-statistics-parametric-and-non-parametric-student-workbook.docx
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/260143-inferential-statistics-parametric-and-non-parametric-student-workbook.docx
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Question 15  

A minority miscalculated this and gave 17.5 
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Section B overview 
Section B: In this section on Research Design candidates must present their responses based on a 
study they design in response to the scenario presented. The design question (Q16) is fundamental and 
carries 12 marks other questions in this section ranged from 1-3 marks. There was good understanding 
shown of 2 of the required features in the design question and also of writing an aim, strengths and 
weaknesses of open questions, interviews and generalisation. To improve, candidates need to ensure 
they are familiar with all of the terminology in the specification so that they can address all questions. 
Many would have benefitted from a little more detail and ensuring they are consistently and appropriately 
contextualised when required. 

Question 16  

This question elicited a variety of responses,  although few candidates achieved the highest band marks.  
. The best responses were characterised by taking each of the three required features in turn. Firstly, 
demonstrating understanding of what was involved and how to address it for the research presented. 
They would then justify the decisions made regarding how to address it. Finally, the candidate would 
draw on their own experiences of conducting research and how that could explicitly inform the planned 
study presented. All these required features (RF) needed to be discussed in context to obtain marks in 
the highest band. 

RF 1 : . Issues with the structured interview were mainly related to simply not providing enough 
description of key features and examples: 

RF 2:  Of the three required features, the least understood was semantic differential rating scale (RF 2). 
Rating scales or Likert scales were proposed without any bipolar dimension. Those that provided a clear 
contextualised example with justification and specific link to their own studies gained the highest marks. 
RF 3:  Candidates were better at explaining, presenting  and showing knowledge of nominal data, with 
many justifying their decisions too. 
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Exemplar 1 

 

Exemplar 1 provides an example of a good response in relation to the structured interview (RF 1)It is 
brief but demonstrates good understanding and application to the stem scenario. 

Question 17  

Many candidates performed well on this question with few presenting hypotheses. The key differentiation here 
came from some simply not stating a fully contextualised aim clearly enough. Some made it far more complex and 
convoluted than it needed to be. 

Question 18 (a) 

This was poorly answered by a minority who confused sample for sampling method (opportunity/random 
etc). Good responses provided a clear description of a sample appropriate for the investigation of the 
development of morality. Most samples were based on children but some cited parents and justified it 
well in next linked question (18b) 
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Question 18 (b) 

This was well done by those who had identified their appropriate sample rather than sampling method. 

Question 19 (a)  

 Most candidates were able to earn 1 or 2 of the marks here demonstrating some level of knowledge and 
understanding about the strengths of open questions.  The lack of detail or context penalised some in 
terms of accessing the full marks. Candidates needed to go beyond “they give you more information”. 
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Question 19 (b)  

When candidates were asked for one weakness of open questions, many candidates did not offer 
enough detail/elaboration or were not related to the item enough to gain the full 3 marks available. 

Exemplar 2 

 

Exemplar 2 demonstrates a good response with enough detail and context to merit full marks. 

Question 20 

 Candidates who scored well on this question were able to identify two ways ‘respect’ could be 
addressed in this study. They could distinguish ‘respect’ from ‘responsibility’ and provided context. 
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Question 21 

 Generally answered well but many candidates did not contextualise and could not attain the full 3 marks 
available. 

 

AfL Centres should encourage candidates to ensure they always contextualise 
their answers when a question includes the phrase “in this study” 

Question 22 

Most candidates seemed to have a broad understanding of generalisation but did not link it explicitly 
enough to the context of the findings of this particular study, therefore capping their marks at 1 out of a 
possible 2 marks available. 

Exemplar 3 

 

Exemplar 3 provides a brief but good enough response to meet the criteria for full marks.  
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Section C – overview Data analysis and interpretation 
A good understanding was shown by many candidates of scatter-graphs, influences on validity and citing 
data to appropriate number of figures.  Most of the responses referred to the context of the study when 
required. Weaker responses tended to be brief and/or not in context. This section of the examination had 
the most questions that were not attempted by candidates due to lack of understanding of Spearman’s 
Rho and the use of standard deviation. 

 Question 23 

This question elicited a variety of responses. It required candidates to interpret a table of data and go 
beyond merely restating an individual finding, as there are 6 marks available. . The most common error 
was stating that more exercise causes less stress. Some candidates correctly stated one could conclude 
that there were clear individual differences in the data presented and at best one could conclude there 
was a weak or no correlation between exercise and stress as another conclusion.  
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AfL Candidates would benefit from being given opportunities to examine raw 
data tables and practice extrapolating what conclusions could be drawn from 
them by looking at the nature of the data and any patterns that can be 
discerned. These skills can also be illustrated through practical work data 
gathered in preparation for this exam. 

Question 24 

This was the best answered question on the paper with most candidates presenting a fully labelled and 
scaled scattergraph with correct plotting of data. 

Question 25 

There was good engagement with this question with a range of different issues offered. These popularly 
included interpretation bias, social desirability, demand characteristics, and extraneous variables. Having 
presented the ‘thing’ the biggest weakness was making it specifically link to validity and the nature of the 
impact it has “in this study”. 
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Question 26 

There were quite a few non responders to this question.  A very common response was to cite 
correlation but did not provide any link to the nature of the data collected. These responses achieved 
poorly on this question. 

Question 27 

Non responders to Question 26 did same for this question. Those who gave good responses referred to 
both the direction and the strength of the correlation in context, to gain the full 3 marks available.. One 
common error was to respond regarding statistical significance. 

Question 28 (a)  

Most candidates presented this correctly, but a minority did not reduce to two significant figures 
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Question 28 (b)  

The concept of standard deviation appears to be poorly understood as the majority of candidates did not 
provide a correct response. Many candidates related it to 18 being the average figure rather than relating 
it to an indication of spread. Those that did mention spread/dispersion sometimes implied they thought 
all scores would lie within that range.  

Exemplar 4 

 

Exemplar 4 provides a typical response where the candidate has the idea of spread but is confused as to 
what standard deviation really informs us in relation to this study. It gained 1 mark as it is an example of 
a weak attempt. 

 



Supporting you 
For further details of this qualification please visit the subject webpage.

Review of results

If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish to consider one of our review of results 
services.  For full information about the options available visit the OCR website.  If university places are 
at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of marking which have an earlier deadline to 
ensure your reviews are processed in time for university applications.

Review students' exam performance with our free online results analysis tool. Available for GCSE, A Level 
and Cambridge Nationals. 

It allows you to:

• review and run analysis reports on exam performance 

• analyse results at question and/or topic level*

• compare your centre with OCR national averages 

• identify trends across the centre 

• facilitate effective planning and delivery of courses 

• identify areas of the curriculum where students excel or struggle 

• help pinpoint strengths and weaknesses of students and teaching departments.

*To find out which reports are available for a specific subject, please visit ocr.org.uk/administration/
support-and-tools/active-results/ 

Find out more at ocr.org.uk/activeresults

CPD Training
Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear exam feedback directly from a senior assessor or drop in 
to an online Q&A session.

Please find details for all our courses on the relevant subject page on our website. 
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OCR is part of Cambridge Assessment, a department of the University of 
Cambridge. For staff training purposes and as part of our quality assurance 
programme your call may be recorded or monitored. 
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General qualifications
Telephone 01223 553998
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OCR Customer Support Centre

OCR Resources: the small print

OCR’s resources are provided to support the delivery of OCR 
qualifications, but in no way constitute an endorsed teaching 
method that is required by OCR. Whilst every effort is made 
to ensure the accuracy of the content, OCR cannot be held 
responsible for any errors or omissions within these resources.  
We update our resources on a regular basis, so please check the 
OCR website to ensure you have the most up to date version.

This resource may be freely copied and distributed, as long as  
the OCR logo and this small print remain intact and OCR is 
acknowledged as the originator of this work. 

Our documents are updated over time. Whilst every effort is made 
to check all documents, there may be contradictions between 
published support and the specification, therefore please use the 
information on the latest specification at all times. Where changes 
are made to specifications these will be indicated within the 
document, there will be a new version number indicated, and a 
summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between 
the specification and a resource please contact us at:  
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk.

Whether you already offer OCR qualifications, are new to OCR, or 
are considering switching from your current provider/awarding 
organisation, you can request more information by completing the 
Expression of Interest form which can be found here:  
www.ocr.org.uk/expression-of-interest

Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of 
resources we offer to support delivery of our qualifications: 
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk

Looking for a resource?
There is now a quick and easy search tool to help find free resources 
for your qualification:

www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/
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